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THE CORWIN-GREENLEAF PARITY RESULT FAILS

FOR COMPLETELY SOLVABLE LIE GROUPS

RONALD L. LIPSMAN

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

The results of Corwin-Greenleaf [1] on orbital decompositions of induced

(and restricted) representations for simply connected nilpotent Lie groups have

been extended to various kinds of Lie groups [2, 3]. In addition to explicit

formulae for the spectrum and multiplicity, Corwin-Greenleaf were able to ob-

tain some qualitative results on the multiplicity function in the direct integral.

These results—in the nilpotent case of course—are:

(1) the multiplicity is always uniformly infinite, or (almost) everywhere

finite;

(2) in the finite case, the multiplicity is bounded;

(3) In the finite case, the parity of the multiplicity is constant.

(Actually there is a fourth result—a specific condition which distinguishes be-

tween the two situations in (1). But it is known that the condition fails for

exponential solvable groups, see [3].)

Many people have speculated as to whether these three results continue to

hold for simply connected exponential solvable groups, or if not then in the

completely solvable case. In fact, it seems very likely that (1) and (2) are true

for exponential solvable groups. (I have an outline of a proof in the completely

solvable case.) The purpose of this short note is to indicate that, on the other

hand, (3) is false—even for completely solvable groups. The example is decep-

tively simple, but has apparently been overlooked by workers in the field.

Example. Let G be the three-dimensional simply connected Lie group whose

Lie algebra is spanned by generators T, X, Y satisfying the bracket relations

[T,X] = X,        [T,Y] = -Y.

The generic representations of G are given as follows. Let N = exp(RX + RY),

Xi/exp(rX + sY)) = em+sn), k^ = IndJ^ „. For c;2 + r,2 ¿ 0, nir¡ is

irreducible, and n^ n = Tt,, ̂  <t> çn = Ç'n', sgn(¿;) = sgn(c¡'), sgn(r/) = sgn(n').
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Let H = exp R(X + Y). Define *, € H by *, (exp t(X + Y)) = t

G   f® f®
Ind^/    X(A_tdcl=       nix_tdcl.

J K J R

Then

(*) IndÍUi Indjlndjx,

The multiplicity in formula (*) is accounted for by the equivalences amongst

the representations n( ,_«, Ç € R. Indeed for (¿¡ ,r¡) € R , c¡ + r¡ = 1, the

multiplicity m(¿;, ty) of the representation ^r    in formula (*) is given by

m(£,n)

Zn>1 or 0 < t\r\ < | and sgn(£) < 00 S'f ^ 4

1 í^<0

^2       0 <£,?<! and sgn(¿)>0.

The result is illustrated in the diagram below. The diagram also suggests the

following interpretation of the phenomenon. The Corwin-Greenleaf result fails

for G-a locally algebraic group. However it does hold for the algebraic hull of

G. It is conceivable that the parity results always holds for real algebraic type

E solvable groups.
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